Fwd: [JUMMEC] New notification from Journal of Health and Translational Medicine

Kweh Ting Jing <tjkweh@yahoo.com>
To: Lim Seong <g.s.lim@um.edu.my>
Fri, Sep 4, 2020 at 8:32 PM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: jummec admin <jummec@um.edu.my>
Date: 28 August 2020 at 9:24:14 AM MYT
To: Ting Jing Kweh <tjkweh@yahoo.com>
Subject: [JUMMEC] New notification from Journal of Health and Translational Medicine
Reply-To: eJournal Admin <hadafi@um.edu.my>

You have a new notification from Journal of Health and Translational Medicine:

You have been added to a discussion titled "JUMMEC #200322 Acceptance for Publication (for formatting)" regarding the submission "Management of Dental Anxiety: A Narrative Review".

Link: https://jummec.um.edu.my/authorDashboard/submission/23070

Associate Professor Dr. Lau Yee Ling

Thank You
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